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Winning Staking Plans for Horse Racing 
Betting 
 
When betting on horses one of the most important parts of any strategy is your staking or 

your staking plan. 

 

It is all very well being able to pick several winners but if your staking is all over the place 

then you could be actually losing when you should be winning. 

 

I think that most people who are serious about their betting either bet to level stakes where 

you place the same amount of money on every selection, or work to a percentage of the 

bank and stake for example, 2% of your current bank on each bet. 

 

Many of these punters may generally be backing horses roughly around the same price 

bracket as this is their comfort zone and they know that whatever the bracket is, say 

between 3/1 and 8/1, or just horses from the first three or four in the betting, they will be 

able to back a good number of winners and hopefully make a profit. 

 

However, there are also many punters who have a different strategy and will find their 

selections can be anywhere between Evens and 33/1. 

 

If this is you, then just how sensible is it to stake the same amount on a horse that is Evens 

and one that is 33/1? 

 

When you consider that an Even money shot will win about 45% of the time and a 33/1 shot 

won't even win 2% of the time, it does seem crazy to want to stake the same amount on 

each horse. 

 

I can remember reading a book a long time ago where the author, a very successful punter 

himself, said that if he really fancied a horse at 33/1, then he would double his stake. 
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He also said that his bets and winners at shorter prices were the ones that kept his bank 

ticking over, so he could have a good bet at the bigger priced horses. I think this is okay if 

you are a professional and can find a few 33/1 winners throughout the season. 

In fact, the profits of punters like this author probably rest on having one or two big winners 

each season, whereas for most punters the likely hood of success would be a good strike 

rate in the '5/1 to 10/1 bracket or thereabouts. 

 

So what is a better option that level or bank % staking on every selection? 

 

Forget Level Stakes and think Level Returns 

 

Level returns is where you decide on an amount that you want to win on each bet rather 

than what you want to stake. You then place a different amount on each selection, 

depending on the price. 

 

This means that you will stake more on the shorter priced horses who have a statistically 

better chance of winning, than you will on an outsider that doesn't. 

 

It is a fact that over the long term horses starting at 2/1 will win more than horses starting 

at 3/1 and horses starting at 3/1 will win more than horses starting at 4/1 etc., etc.. 

 

As the odds on offer are a representation of a horse’s chance in the race, by betting to level 

returns, you place the risk on the return and not on the stake. 

 

Always remember that when betting, it is very hard to turn a profit so a good mindset is to 

try to lose less before you start thinking about making more and by betting to level returns, 

you will be reducing your stakes on many of your bets and when you have a run of losing 

bets, your bank will not decrease as quickly as it would using level stakes. 

 

A simple example. 

 

Below you will see the stakes on three bets at 3/1, 7/1 and 20/1 using level returns of £10. 

Horse at 3/1: 10 divided by 3 = a stake of £3.33 

Horse at 7/1: 10 divided by 7 = a stake of £1.43 

Horse at 20/1: 10 divided by 20 = a stake of 50p 

 

If you take a worst case scenario and all three horses lose, then you have lost a total of 

£5.26. If on the other hand you were placing £10 on each horse you would be down by £30, 

nearly six times the loss than using level returns. 
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I go back to the fact that turning a profit is not so easy and minimising losses should be your 

initial aim. Especially when you are starting out or trying out a new method or strategy. 

 

 

Increasing your profits using Level Return staking 

 

This is very simple indeed, as when you increase your bank by a certain amount, instead of 

increasing your stakes on each bet, just increase your return aim on each bet. 

 

So if you have a bank of £200 and want a return of £10 on each winner, when you double 

your bank to £400, increase your return aim to £20. 

 

There are also a lot of people that insist on using a retrieval staking plan when using level 

stakes and as you may know, this is not regarded as a sensible strategy by many punters and 

me included. We have all had losing runs and doubling your stake every five or six losers 

expecting a winner to come in soon, can empty a bank rapidly and is not really advised. 

 

However, if betting to level returns, a retrieval plan can be applied much more gently, 

although I would still advise caution. 

By increasing your return aim after five or six losers, you will end up with a bigger profit 

when you find another winner, but while you are still having a bad case of 'seconditis', your 

stakes will still be reasonable and manageable compared to level staking. 

 

Level Returns, Value Betting and the Inform Racing Betting Tissue Tool 

 

I have been playing around with the Inform Racing Betting Tissue Tool lately and have come 

up with a strategy that you may like to use where you bet to level returns and to value at 

the same time. 

 

It seems to me that this combination of betting and staking will suit a number of fun and 

serious punters alike and because you will be betting to value prices only, you only need to 

be reasonably accurate with your choice of settings on the Betting Tissue Tool, to be able to 

be successful and make money from horse racing. 

 

The idea is to find settings that you are happy with that find a fair number of winners from 

the top rated or top two rated in the tissue prices that you create. 

 

Then once you have decided on any filters that you want to set, such as a maximum number 

of runners in a race or only look at horses with a Rank% of 50% or bigger, you will then only 

back horses with a BSP (Betfair Starting Price or you can use SP odds too), bigger than the 

MinBsp provided by the Tissue Tool. 
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An Example 

As you can see below, I have some very basic settings that use only Inform Racing speed 

ratings data in the Ratings and Form box and I am looking at all races with 20 runners or less 

and just class 1 to class 4. 

 

I am using the MinBSP Multiplier as the default 1.5 and am sorting the races by the Tissue 

price that is created, which mean that the Tissue favourite will be at the top when we open 

each race. 

 

 

 

On the image below you can see a race from last Thursday at Newcastle, where Venturous is 

the Tissue favourite after running the rules, we have set above. 
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You can click the image to enlarge it if you need to but you will see that using the settings 

shown, Venturous was said to have 60% chance of winning the race which equates to a real 

time forecast price of 1.67 or shorter than 8/11.  

 

Using the BSP Multiplier of 1.5 where we increase the forecast price by 1.5 to ensure we are 

getting a value price; you can see that the minimum Betfair price we wanted on this horse 

was 2.5. 

 

Any horse starting at a BSP bigger than the MinBSP price is shown in yellow on the Betting 

Tissue Tool and this was the case with Venturous where the horse started at a very 

generous BSP of 10 or 9/1, far, far bigger than the suggested minimum of 2.5! 

 

Backing these horses using Level Returns 

 

What you can do now is back any of these tissue favourite selections but instead of using 

the odds on offer for your stake, use the MinBSP price on the Tissue Tool. 

 

The Tissue Tool provides you with a 'value price' for each horse so why not use those odds 

instead of the actual price as the tissue price is what we think the price should be, given the 

percentage chance we have calculated. 

 

Staking this way using the MinBSP odds is almost a combination of level stakes and level 

returns because whilst you may be placing larger stakes on those horses that start at much 

bigger than the MinBSP suggests, you will still be staking less than you would using level 

stakes and you will win much more than your level return aim when these horses do come 

home first. 
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Take the horse Venturous and let's say your return aim is £10. 

 

As you can see the MinBSP is 2.5, so divide 10 by 1.5. (2.5 is a decimal price and you need to 

take 1 off to get 1.5 and is 6/4 in fractional odds.) This gives us a stake of £6.66, whereas if 

we took the odds on offer (BSP of 10 -1 =9), so 10 divided by 9 would equal a stake of £1.11. 

 

This would give us a return of £59.94 instead of the £10 we were aiming for. 

 

Not every horse will have a BSP of far bigger than the MinBSP and as I have suggested 

before, don't back a horse if the BSP is less than the calculated MinBSP, which ensures you 

are betting to value prices only. 

 

Look at the Uttoxeter race yesterday and Tissue Favourite Here Comes McCoy. 

 

 

Here the BSP was bigger than the MinBSP but not by such a big difference and by using the 

MinBSP odds of 4.47 instead of the actual BSP of 7.71, the stake used for a £10 return was 

£2.88 instead of £1.49 and the payout now was £19.32 instead of the desired £10. 

 

I have found that whilst not every race provides a winner of course, those that do with a BSP 

close the MinBSP keep the bank ticking over and those that win at much bigger odds 

increase the bank nicely, so a sort of two steps forward, one step back but increasing long 

term. 

 

Personally, I have been looking at all horses that have a Rank% of 20 or bigger in a race 

which gives me one or two and sometimes three. From these I look at the prices on offer 

and decide what to do, normally ignoring anything under a BSP price of 4.0. 

 

Conclusion 
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Whilst you may not want to follow me in using the Inform Racing Betting Tissue Tool to find 

your value bets and then stake to the value odds, I hope you will see the value of level 

returns as opposed to level stakes. 

 

It will suit anyone who prefers caution and betting bank management over large stakes and 

the hope of a big win. For me those who prefer caution will more than likely succeed in the 

long term anyway over those that don't. If you do then combine this with value betting at 

suggested odds, you can also have those nicer wins and larger payouts as well as not over 

betting on every selection. 

 

Find out more about the Value Betting Tissue Tool here >> 
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